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So why does Sky Go? Your also aware that you'll have to add this laptop as one of your two Free sky go account hack that can view Sky Go? I
have a 8MB Broadband Connection with 02 which runs fine, but before I purchase a laptop I wondered what the quality would be like doing it
this way? He admitted the fraud and his computers were seized, which even showed emails between him and customers when they complained
that their boxes were malfunctioning. Of course, make a secondary account. I wonder if they forgot AirPlay? Someone needs to come up with a
hdmi hack to make this app even bearable. Even if it wasn't the intended purpose, still no need for a block. Theyre not being 'nice' at all by giving
this limited service- still shows how evil still are. Pfft, can't remember the last time I tuned into that Scandalous. This is how some people got more
than 2 logins on Sky Go in the early days, their computers originally allowed 2 logins per user account rather than 2 per subscriber a loophole since
closed. Thats exactly what I was requesting!

Sky Go...
Aron Lees, of Urmston near Manchester, used his coding expertise to hack into boxes and make one account work again and again in a technique
called 'card sharing' so he could sell cut prices boxes to customers for £110 a time. He listed the items on his brother Sean's eBay account and
sold more than 300 boxes in less than a year, netting almost £30,000. The fraud was uncovered after BSkyB investigators posed as a customer to
buy a fake box and then tracked down Lees' IP address from his computer. Sky calculated that they would have charged around £700 for each
box with subscription for a year - meaning they lost around £590 on each eBay sale. Over 338 transactions were completed between March and
December 2013, with a total of £28,176 deposited into qualified mechanic Sean Lees' bank account. The company received no money from the
sale of the boxes, and would have lost around £236,000 over the course of the fraud. Aron Lees, who made around £3,000 a month from the
enterprise, admitted hacking into the boxes and selling them online, contravening the copyright and patents act. Sentencing him to a 12 month
prison sentence, suspended for 18 months, Judge Timothy Mort said he had used his university education in a 'good way and bad way. Jennifer
Birch, prosecuting, told Minshull Street Crown Court: 'From March 2013 an eBay username under slees2012 had made 338 transactions through
the sale of decoder boxes, a user name registered to Sean Lees' home address. On December 4 2013, police raided Aron Lees' home and found
dozens of decoder boxes. He admitted the fraud and his computers were seized, which even showed emails between him and customers when
they complained that their boxes were malfunctioning. Ms Birch added: 'This was a fully-functioning business. Aron Lees was interviewed and
made full admissions, he accepted buying the boxes, programming them and selling them on eBay using his brother's account. He denied he would
be charging customers for a renewal as they were sold on the basis of a 12-month package. He was sentenced to 12 months in prison suspended
for 18 months and ordered to carry out 100 hours of unpaid work. Aron Lees used the eBay account belonging to his younger brother Sean to list
the hacked Sky boxes and sold more than 300 in less than a year, making around £3,000 a month from the sophisticated fraud A separate hearing
will take place to determine how much money he must pay back from his criminal enterprise. Sean Lees, 25, from Streford pleaded guilty to
money laundering and was ordered to carry out 120 hours of unpaid work Michael Lavery, defending said: ' It was his enterprise. It is
sophisticated in the sense that most people probably could not do it because of the coding, but you can measure the sophistication in that he was
using his own brother's PayPal account and email which meant it was very easy to track what he was doing. Judge Mort said: 'What you did Aron
Lees, it has to be said, you simply used your university education in a good way and a bad way. Having acquired your skills in computers, you
bought Sky decoders and reprogrammed them so people could have Sky premium without paying the cost of it. I'm astonished it has taken until
January this year for you to be charged with the offence and the mental trauma you have been through is significant punishment.
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So why does Sky Go? I guess that iPhones and iPads are obviously considered more portable, and hence more likely to be used to watch Sky
Sports at a mates house who doesn't subscribe to Sky. This is a crippled iPad app that is short on features, and very light on content. Even though
it's not the intended way, no other developer has done such a thing. So why is Sky Go on an ithing so constrained in comparison? From what I
understand Sky have brought this app out so that sky subscribers can watch some of there programming while on the move at no extra cost. I have
a 8MB Broadband Connection with 02 which runs fine, but before I purchase a laptop I wondered what the quality would be like doing it this

way? Select the Set up an additional user button. They have loads of money, so someone like us would be very little damage done to them. Where
does it say I am not supposed to do that? If there was no limitation it wouldn't hurt them much at all. Really tight I say. Sign into our Manage
additional users page. If it didn't output hdmi, oh well. I am sure that intended use was not to plug in in to a big tv so you can get round paying for
multiroom.

Free sky go account hack - Computer expert Aron Lees sold hundreds of hacked Sky TV decoder boxes
Jennifer Birch, prosecuting, told Minshull Street Crown Court: 'From March 2013 an eBay username under slees2012 had made 338 transactions
through the sale of decoder boxes, a user name registered to Sean Lees' home address. The content available for download depends on your Sky
TV subscription. Sky is pay for what you get. They need to know that people wouldn't mind paying a pound or so to actually get a decent app.
The device limit is so low it's not worth bothering with. How do I do this. Create a Sky iD username and password for the additional user, which
their Sky email address will be based on. FAQs How do I sign in?.
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Where does it say I am not supposed to do that? This is the first ever app I have come across with such a limitation.

Hence, disabling the HDMI out. Again the two device limit. Yes but it is cheeky and a testament to how they are still a bunch of s. Sky Go is a free
Entertainment app. Even that would be of some value. The device limit is so low it's not worth bothering with. The quality is set to high with quality
bar say 1. Even if it wasn't the intended purpose, still no need for a block. They are all free.

